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THE CONSTANTS AND A NEW THEORY OF THE ATOM OF HYDROGEN
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INTRODUCTION
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The new and correct theory of the electromagnetism is reported in the 1008351 and
1008844 Greek patents. Here, we’ll find methods so they’ll find the units of the
electromagnetic sizes in comparison with the already existed, so it’ll be possible the
construction of new instrument of measurement of the electric sizes and they’ll be found the
new constants of the physics.
In the analysis that it’ll be formulated the new theory of the atom of hydrogen, with
very strong logic and it must be accepted, because it attaches the empirical formula of Balmer
and the radius of the hydrogen atom that we estimate, it is in the accepted limits.
They are formulated constants that they are owed in experiments, as the Compton
effect and other constants (i.e. he/me=constant, e the electron) and them constants there are for
the sizes of the prices that they are involved in their formulas. And the prices are these where
the stated physics is accepted, or the real (r) prices we indicate them. They have the same
ratio with the stated prices of the physics and the same ratio for the real (r) prices (i.e.
he/me=her/mer). With the help of the uncontested constants, we come in the estimation of the
real prices of the charges of the element particles or of their masses and the real units of the
voltage, the current and the resistance.
It was accepted that the measurement of the frequencies of the electromagnetic waves
is right. Moreover the subdivision of the time in the quartz watches , is owed in the frequency
of emission supersonic vibrations, that they correctly measured and generally the subdivision
of the time is correct, so they are correctly working the frequency counters and the
oscilloscopes.
It is proved the prices of the Volt, Amp, Ohm, e, me, mp, h, μp, μe, are near of the real
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prices.

PURPOSE- APPLICATONS
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The purpose of the present spirit work, is the finding of the real prices that they
characterize the element particles and the size of the units of the voltage, charge, current and
resistance. With these units, they’d be constructed new multi-meters of the electricity, that is
new voltmeters, ammeters and counters of the measurement of the resistance.
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METHODOLOGY
40
In this spirit work, it used the method of induction. From the formula of the force
F=eE=mΔx/Δt2 and with induction, it is created the new theory of the electromagnetism.
Again, with the induction, it is formulated the formula F=k/r3 for the revolved masses round a
centre. And, with induction the constants are formulated and we get the conclusions.
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WHY THE LAW OF OHM ISN’T RIGTH, NEITHER THE VOLTAGE, NOR
THE CURRENT AND THE RESISTANCE (THE VOLT, OHM, AMP)

The law of Ohm isn’t right. It isn’t experimental law, but it fixes the experiments.
50

It was made ammeter, as the plan 1, at the end.
They knew the 1 Amp and the Volts, they doubled the resistances and they took 0.5
Amp, or they tripled the resistances and they took 1/3 Amp, or they put a half of one Ohm and
they took double Amps etc. So, they graduated the ammeter.
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A coil flew with the current that it must counted it and an indicator which is
supported on this coil, it is revolved into a magnetic field of the magnets (plan 1). Where it’ll
be put the 0,5, the 5 Amp, etc, they didn’t know it (the graduation). It is came of the law of
Ohm V=RI. They knew the quantity 1 Amp of the law of Ampere of his parallel conductors
and the 1 Volt of the V=P/I. The power Ρ was coming of the formula P=RI2 , as at first, it
fixed the arbitrary resistance R, 1 Ohm. So, with an arbitrary for the R, it can’t to be right the
voltage V.
That is, the graduation of the ammeter is product of the Ohm’s law which has
application on the experiments and it verifies them. But, the law of Ohm is not right. And the
graduation of the voltage is not right, because it was selected arbitrary resistance 1 Ohm. And
the resistance could not be right, because it is arbitrary and the current is not right.
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ABSTRACT OF THE NEW THEORY OF THE ELECTRICITY
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The current is I=Ne/t , where Ν is the number of the electric curriers that are flew in
the conductor, e is the charge of the curriers (electrons) and t is the time. But, when the
current in the conductor of section S is running distance L in the time t, then,
Ι=ΝeL/tL=Nev/L and

v=IL/Ne =ILS/NeS ,v=the velocity of the curriers and,

v=I.Vol/NeS, and

v=I/neS

n=N/Vol, Vol=the conductor’s volume.
2
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The electric currier will be in voltage V and between two neighboring atoms of the conductor
with length L, and it’ll be accepted the force, F=mΔx/Δt2=eE=e(V/L)=e(V/bΔx)

and

2

eV=bmv , L=bΔx and Ε= the electric field of the conductor, that it creates at its ends the
voltage V.
We replace the v and we find,

V=

80

V=

I

(1)

v

(2)

=kI3

(3)

and

because v=I/neS

And because the power is P=VI , then,

P=

85
And because Ι=neSv

I

P = nmSv

The resistance R will be, R=

(4)

Ι

(5)

The unit of the resistance will be the 1Al, the unit of the current the 1 El, the unit of the
charge the 1 Il and the unit of the voltage the 1 Hol.
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THE EXPERIMENT OF MILLIKAN

Millikan with the apparatus that he used it (plan 2) and with the informed sizes, he
fixed the element electric charge e=1.602x10-19 Cb.
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Millikan in the capacitor of distance of the armatures l, fixed the radius r of the drops
of the oil that he blew in the capacitor with the voltage V, and from the velocity v of the fall
of the drops without voltage and the density ρ of the oil and the Stokes’ law F=6πrnv of the
friction of the air (n=efficient of viscosity of air). And,
mg=(4/3)πr3ρg=6πrnv και
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r=(9nv/2ρg)1/2

The drop balanced when electric force was applied (but, this balance didn’t have
success, usually the drop went up of the applied electric field Ε=V/l),
eE=eV/l=mg, then,
eV=mgl
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(8)

that they are constants the m,g,l.

Well, if they are calculated right the m,g,l, in the balance of the charge, the product
eV is a constant too and rigth.

3

From the example 3.3 of the MODERN PHYSICS (of R. Serway, σελ.101, PEC),
Vp=4550 Volt, m=1.67x10-14 Kgr, g=9.81 Kgr/sec2 and l=0.016 met. And kz eV= 2.62x10-15
kgr.met2/sec2 (z= The number of the charge, k=a constant).
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But, Millikan fixed the velocity of the fall of the drop v, and in the up going of the
drop, it was applied the 4550 Volts the velocity of the up going was the v΄. So, it is used a
small correct (v+v΄)/v and after calculations k΄eV=2.62x10-15 and k΄=z k=3.6.
So,
epVp = 7.28x10-16 kgr.met2/sec2 =eprVpr
be verified of the real prices that we’ll find, (of the epr,Vpr).
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(9) = constant and it must

The ep is the charge of the proton, because the emission of the drops of the oil that
were blew of the blower, they get out electrons and in the drop remained more proton charge
and Vp=4550 volts the voltage was applied to the drops and the mass of proton is
mp=1.673x10-27 kgr.

THE EXPERIMENT OF ΤΗΟΜSΟΝ
120
Thomson fixed the ratio ee/me of the electron, with the apparatus plan 3. He launched
electrons that they passed into vertical electric and magnetic field and he calculated the
formula,

=
125

(10)

Ve =200 Volt in the capacitor which had distance of armatures d=0.015 met and
length of armatures l=0.05 met, vertical magnetic field Βe=5.5x10-4 T and θ=0.2 rad the angle
of diversion of the electrons (MODERN PHYSICS R. Serway, example 3.2, p.p. 46).
The (10) gives,
Ve=(ee/meθ)ldΒe2 and if we replace the Β=μ0Ι/2πr, we’ll take the
equation,
V=kI2 , which is of the form of (1) we gave in the new theory.
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Again, epvBp = mpv2/r, then,

=
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(11)

in spectrograph of mass (plan 4), where the proton p is launched with velocity v=Ep/Bp
(selector of velocity the Ep/Bp ) and the Βp vertical to the v, it curves the electron in circle,
because of the centripetal force mpv2/r. The Bp is the same in the selector of the velocity and
on the circle of the electron.
From the data of the problem 7-5-1, p.p. 304, of ELECTROMAGNETISM, of J.
Kraus, Εp=5x105 V/m and Βp=0.5 T. With them data, the proton has r= 0.020875 met.
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Now, the ratios Εp/Εe =Vp/Ve and Be/Bp , are right and whatever they aren’t right the
Εp,Ee,Bp,Be. ,vp ,ve.The ratios of two same sizes (i.e. ee/ep, me/mp etc), are correct and whatever
they aren’t correct the every size.

4

The (10)x(11) give,

=

= 1840= constant

(12)

That is, so, as the modern physics accepts for the ratio mp/me (=1836) and which we
keep here.
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THE COMPTON EFFECT

Compton made diversion in radiation Χ of wave length λ0 to carbon and they emitted
to differed angles the radiation Χ, with shipped wave λ΄ and in the experiment he took
verification of the formula,
150
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λ΄-λ0= (he/mec)(1-cosθ)
and θ was the angle of the emission of the radiation to the flat of the atoms of the carbon. The
(he/mec)=0.00243 nm and the (he/me)= 7.3x10-4 met2/sec is rigth, it is a constant. As Serway
reports in the MODERN PHYSICS p.p. 74, the measuring verified the theory and they gave
(her/merc)=0.00242 nm (the her ,mer are the real prices of the constants he,me, of the electron).
Then,

=

= 7.28x10-4 met2/sec= constant

(13)

THE TWO SYSTEMS OF UNITS
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Up today and after of decades of 1960, it came on the system of units MKS-Amp (SI), but
before 1970 there were two systems and the old physicists worked specially in the system
CGS-stat-Αmp. The system MKS-Amp (which is the up System International SI) has units the
meter met, the kilogram kgr, the second sec and the Newton Nt of the force and unit of
current the Amp. Unit of the electric charge is the Cb. In the CGS-stat-Amp, units are the
centimeter cm (1cm=10-2 met), the gram gr (1gr=10-3kgr), the sec (the same as in SI), the
dyne, dyn (1dyn=10-5Nt) of the force but and unit of the current the stat-Amp, (1statAmp=1/3x109Amp=3.33x10-10Amp). Unit of the electric charge is the stat-Cb (1statCb=1/3x109Cb=3.33x10-10Cb).

HOW IT WAS FOUND THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT

The ELECTRICITY of C. Alexopoulos, reported that it was found of the capacitor
(q/V =C, when they are informed the q,V in the SI and in capacitor in vacuum is the dielectric
constant ε0=L(C/S), where S is the surface of the armatures of the capacitor and L is their
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distance). But, for finding the q you must know the C, it is necessary that you know the ε0 in
the MKS-Amp (SI)!!
Well see, how it was found the price of ε0, and how much it is wrong, so it is
overturned almost total the physics!
In the system CGS-stat-Amp the law of Coulomb, it hasn’t constant, that is,
F=−

180

q1=q2=q

In the MKSA-stat-Amp (SI), it has constant, and,
k=9x109=1/4πε0, ε0=8.85x10-12 Cb2/Nt-met2.

F = −k

See now, if we transform the one system of units to the other, 1Cb=3x109 stat-Cb
F = 1dyn =
185

190

(

)

(

=

)

= 10

Then, in the system SI, it is F = 1Nt =

N

= 1.11x10

(14)
Cb /m

!!!

With the transformation of the CGS-stat-Amp to the SI, we found that the constant is
the k=1.11x10-10 =1/9x109 and not the k=9x109 which is accepted! Dramatic the error and
report that of the transformation of the CGS-stat-Amp in the MKS-Amp (SI), it was found the
constant k, but it is dramatically wrong! And of course, the dielectric constant ε0 is very much
different!
For finding the constant k=9x109 =(1/4πε0) Nt-met2/Cb2, it arbitrary was coming in to
the formula (14) the k,
F = 1dyn =

(

)

=

(

)

= 10 N

And it was solved to the k.
195
THE ATOM OF THE HYDROGEN
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In the space of the dimensions of the atomic physics, it happen special things, as the
quantum motions, or quantum energies. So, we’ll consider the friend atom of hydrogen (an
electron and a proton), first that the electron revolves round the proton.

REVOLVING ROUND THE CENTRE

6
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There is the attractive force Fe,p , between the two particles of the electron and the
proton, whoever is the relation of their masses (the stated physics gives 1:1836). When a
particle is revolved round a centre, it has centripetal force,
Fe,p=mv2/r=mω2r=m(ωr2)(ωr2)/r3=k/r3

and because ωr2= constant in cyclic

motion,

F
210

,

m ωr2 (ωr2 )

= mω2 r =

r3

F

So, we consider that the force is,

,

=

=−

k
r3

(15)

3

ee, ep the charges of

the electron and the proton and where ε0=x. Because it is ε0=x, here, in the revolving
motions, it has dimension. It is ε0=x met-1, where it is in force the formula (15).
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In the CGS-stat-Amp of units, where the charge is the stat-Cb, the 1/4πε0=1 and it
hasn’t dimension and where they are motionless the charges and the law of attraction is
reverse of the radius in the square power and there, the ε0 hasn’t dimension.

QUANTUM REVOLVING
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The electron revolving round the centre of the atom, it has quantum angular
momentum which is fixed of the constant h of Plank. So, we’ll have,
mvr=h/2π , mv2πr=h

(16)

But, 2πr=nλ and r=n/k and λ is the length of the wave of the particle, k is the wavenumber and n=1,2,3,4,5,… And p=mv=h/2πr=h/nλ, p1=h/λ and,
=
225

=

ή

(17)

In the motion of the particle, it is in force the conservation of the mechanic energy, that
is,
Ε= ½ mv2+U,
=

−

=

ΔΕ=hν=hc/λ=
230

and U=-

because the motion is revolving, it is in force,

−

−

=

−

ħ

ħ

−

the potential energy of the electron.

If it is emitted of the fall of the electron of a level of excitement to an interior level,
the energy is moved at ΔΕ=hν=hc/λ of the emitted photon and we have the consequence of
the empirical formula of Balmer, as it generated for the hydrogen atom,
7

=

235

−

−

R=(1/hc)

and

ħ

So, my theory is in agreement with the experiments data, of the empirical Balmer’s
formula for the hydrogen atom and to the general formula for the atom and it enforces the
acceptance of the formula (15).
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THE RELATION OF THE CONSTANTS IN THE REVOLVING ELECTRON
IN THE NEW THEORY OF THE ATOM OF THE HYDROGEN

It is in force,

F

,

=−

3

=meve2/re

(18) we consider that the

proton is very heavy and almost motionless.
245

And

eeep =(4/3)πħe2/me

(19)

Because ve=he/me2πre, then ε0=1met-1.
We have from the (18)
and

250

3

re4=

=meωe2re

(20)
(21)

2

and ωe=2πf=2πcR=2.068x1016 rad/sec, is the frequency of the photon, which ionizes the
hydrogen atom, which is found at the level n=1and R= the constant of Rydberg.
We consider that it is coordinated the frequency of the photon, to the frequency of the
revolving electron, round the proton, and it ionizes it and the frequency is the same to the
photon and it is maximum in the excitements of the electron.
The (19) eeep =(4/3)πħe2/me gives,

255

ep2/mp= 2.28x10-3 ħe2/me2

==(4/3)πħe2 or
(22)

The ratio ħe2/me2 is a constant (ωr2/2π)2 as we found in the (13) and,
ep2/mp= 1.532x10-11 Cb2/kgr

= eeep/me= 2.82x10-8 = eerepr/mer

260

(23) =constant. But,
(24) = constant.

The ratio eeep/me is a constant, because it is product of two constants, the (22) and (12) and it
is equal to the same ratio of the real prices.

8

THE ATOM OF HYDROGEN LIKE QUANTUM HARMONIC OSCILLATOR

As we know, the kinetic energy is found of the integral of the force in a distance x,
Ekin=∫ m

265

dx= ½ mv2.

With the same way, the potential energy of the radius in the negative cubic power,
will be the integral of the force, of zero radius to the r,
Ep =∫ −

270

dr =+

The potential energy is positive and equal to the kinetic energy and they will be the energies
of the quantum harmonic oscillator with energy ½hf. In the simple harmonic oscillator, the
cyclic motion of the mass with constant cyclic velocity, it is come on the axis x and it is
equal to the harmonic oscillator. So, and the atom of hydrogen is equal to the harmonic
quantum oscillator. So, we have,
½ mv2=

275

2

2

= ½ hf
1

Then, for the spectrum of the atom, it is in force ΔΕ=

2

−

1

The data are coming out at the end of this work, verify the quantum harmonic
oscillator. In this case, the atom prefers smaller energies for the electron, on superior levels n
and it excites when the electron falls to the smaller levels, absorbing energy. But, if you stay
at the formula,

=

−

, this have to be equal to Ε=- ½ hf.
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THE FREQUENCY OF THE SPECTROGRAPH AND OF LARMOR

From epvpBp = mpvp2/r it goes on the frequency,
ωp /2π = fp =epBp/mp
285

(25)

of the spectrograph of mass, where the proton p does the frequency fp in the magnetic
field vertical to its velocity.
When it is applied the magnetic field ΒL to a proton, it get shift of axis frequency fL
of Larmor. This is, fL=epBL/2mp . So, in the BL=1Τ, fL=47.878x106 c/sec (Hz).
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But, as Serway reported in MODERN PHYSICS, the real (r) price in BL=1T , is
fLr=42.577x106 c/sec. And because the ratios are right and not the same the prices, as the
“theoretical” fL , then, in the base of fL=epBL/2mp , but and of FLr=eprBLr/2mpr we take,

9

fLr/fL= ωLr/ωL=vLr/vL =

=0.88928

(26)

The vL ,vLr are the “theoretical” and the real (r) price of the velocity of shifted axis of
the proton in experiment of Larmor. Then, because the field Ε=vB, v/B=E/B2 ,then,

=
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=0.88928

The (26) gives,

= 0.88928

And

= 0.791

(27)

(28)
=

(29)

MAGNETIC MOMENT, FREQUENCY LARMOR AND THE CONSTANT h
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The ratio is (ep/mp) =2fL in the frequency of Larmor and the magnetic moment is,
μp =(ep/2mp)hp ,

ep/mp =2μp /hp

(30)

Then, the (28),(30) give,

=
=
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=0.88928
=μpr/47.878x106hpr

=

The (31),(32), give

(31) και

=42.577x106

=

(32)

(33)

The (33) means that ΒLr=BL , that is the magnetic field right is measured.

=0.88928

So,

(34)

epr/ mpr =8.511x107
310

(35)

μpr/ hpr =42.577x106 Amp-kgr-sec

and
Because

Cb/kgr

=

=1836 and the (34) and ee=ep, ee/ep=eer/epr goes on,
=1.563x1011 Cb/Kgr

THE DEFINITION OF THE CONSTANTS
315

10

(36)

Because eeep/me= eerepr/mer= 2.82x10-8 =constant (24) and

=1.563x1011

Cb/Kgr (36), it goes on,
epr=1.804x10-19 Cb =eer
And
320

(37)

epr=1.126 ep

(38)

That is

1 Il (1 Ιλ)=1.126 Cb

(39)

And consequently,

1 El (1 Ελ)=1.126 Amp

(40)

But we have with the (34) and ep/mp=9.563x107 ,

=1836=
And
325

mer=1.154x10-30

kgr

mpr =2.118x10-27 kgr

And
The

=1836 , so mer= (

.

= 0.791

=

.

)

(41)
(42)

(29) gives with the (28) and BLr=BL ,

Vr=0.88928 V,

(43) that is, the unit of the

voltage is,
1 Hol (1 Ολ)= 0.88928 Volt
330

(44)

So, the resistance Rr=Vr/Ir = 0.88928/1.125= 0.791 Ohm for 1 Hol and 1 El and the
1 Al=0.791 Ohm. Of course, we must not forget, that the resistance in the new theory
is,
R=

Ι

(5) it is analog to the current Ι.

The formulas (37) and (43) verify the formula (9).
335
COLCLUSIONS

340

345

It was proved of the above analysis, that the magnetic field right was measured with
the 1Τ, the unit of the voltage the Ηοl of the new electricity is, 1 Ηοl= 0.88928 Volt, as and
the unit of the electric field is, 1Ε=0.88928 Cb/met2, the unit of the current I, that is the unit
El, is 1 El=0.88928 Amp and the unit of the resistance the Al, is 1 Al= 0.791 Ohm. And the
unit of the charge Il, is 1 Il= 0.88928 Cb. The real price of the velocity, in the selector of
velocity Εr/Β, isι vr=0.88928v and the v is estimated of the ratio Ε/Β.
The charge of the electron and the proton is 1.804x10-19 Cb and the mass of the
electron is mer=1.154x10-30 kgr and the mass of the proton is mpr =2.118x10-27 kgr.

11

We know the constant ħe/me= ħer/mer=ωere2 =1.159x10-4 met2/sec of the formula (13),
and ωe=2.068x1016 rad/sec the frequency of ionization of the electron, when it is in the first
level of the atom of the hydrogen, which is and the frequency of the electron revolving, that it
absorb this photon of this frequency. Then re2= 1.159x10-4/ω and re= 0.7486 Å.
350

Then, of the formula re4=

2

(21) is goes on, ε0=

2 4

= 0.501 met-1

The real constant her=mer (he/me)= 8.4x10-34 and ħ= 1.337χ10-34 kgr-met2/sec.
The real μer=herfer= 6.565x10-23 Amp-met2 (fer=eer/2mer= 7.816x1010Hz). And for the
spin of the electron μser=(her/2)fer=3.28x10-23 Amp-met2.

355

The real price of the proton is μpr=hprx42.577x106=3.576x10-26 Amp-met2 (her=hpr)
and for the spin of the proton is μspr=(hpr/2)x42.577x106= 1.788x10-26 Amp-met2.
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